


 is the nation’s only Native American 
health education network created specifically to address health 
issues and appeal to Native American audiences. 

 is able to improve health literacy without 
the need for reading literacy by entertaining, engaging and 
educating it’s viewer to take charge of their own health. 

To experience this methodology and view a few sample 
pieces, visit www.youtube.com/GoodHealthTVOnline.

“When I walk through the hospital, I notice that patients are now 
engaged watching   . They have their eyes glued 
to the monitors and it seems to be keeping their attention and making 
their time in our hospital more enjoyable."

Dr. Greg Ketcher - CEO
Lawton Service Unit



BROADCAST YOUR MESSAGE

1. Programming  2. Local messaging 3. News ticker

Broadcasting your health and wellness message within
 ’s strategically designed program day and 

reach Native American audiences when they are most receptive 
to your messages.

"We needed to reach an audience in a culturally sensitive way with 
a message that had the potential for incredible impact. KAT was able 
to tell that message beautifully through, and 
the results we saw were dramatic." 

Neil Scharpe - Project/Research Director 
North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities

Minot State University

Place Airtime Here



NETWORK EFFECTIVENESS 
An independent assessment was conducted by the Center for 
Rural Health, University of North Dakota School of Medicine 
and the Great Plains Indian Health Service.

71% of those individuals indicated that they learned new 
health information.

61% of viewing participants indicated that the programming 
prompted them to seek out more information on the 
health topic. 

79% of individuals indicated that they watched the        
programming while at the facility.

  is the most-watched culturally reflective 
health television network in over 90 locations nation wide.

“I’ve been a ‘boots on the ground’ health educator in the past and 
it’s always difficult to educate as many people as you would like. But 
through media and   we are able to reach many 
more people in an effective, yet efficient manner.“

Sheridan McNeil - Former Health Educator
Standing Rock Sioux Nation
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PRODUCTION 
SERVICES
We would be happy to work with your team to create custom 
programming.

has staffed its planning, creative, design, 
and production teams with specialists who have extensive 
experience in developing and implementing media initiatives 
that promote healthy behaviors.

All projects follow our proven methodology which provides 
documented progress, quality control, and effective multi-
directional communication.  Our production services can create 
programming for any budget. 
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Broadcast your health and wellness
message on !

Call toll-free
888.571.5967

Email
info@goodhealthtv.com

Visit
www.goodhealthtv.com

is available as a GSA task order under KAT Communications’ 
GSA contract number GS-23F-0224R.


